KARNATAKA RAJYA MAHAVIDYALAYA SHIKSHAK SANGH(R)

Mysore University Vibhag
A Nationalistic Teachers' Movement...
In Collaboration with
University of Mysore, Mysuru
Karnataka State Open University, Mysuru
and
Karnataka State Higher Education Council, Bengaluru

Academic Partner
Center for Educational and Social Studies, Bengaluru

Organize

A One Day National Seminar on
IMPLEMENTATION of NEP-2020 in KARNATAKA
OPPORTUNITIES AND ROAD AHEAD

Venue: Vijnan Bhavan, Manasagangotri, University of Mysore, Mysuru
Date: 9th January, 2021 | Time: 8.30am to 5.30pm

In the divine presence of His Holiness
JAGADGURU SRI SHIVARATHRI DESHIKENDRA MAHASWMAMJI
Jagadguru Sri Veerasimhasana Mahasarnstana Math, Subaru Srikshetra

INAUGURATION
by
DR. C. N. ASHWATH NARAYAN
Honorable Deputy Chief Minister and Minister for Higher Education, Government of Karnataka
President

DR. HEMANTH KUMAR
Vice Chancellor, University of Mysore, Mysuru

Introductory Speech
DR. RAGHU AKAMANCHI
President, KRMSS

Keynote Address
DR. M. K. SRIDHAR
Member of UGC & Member of Draft Committee NEP-2020

Chief Guests
DR. S. VIDYASHANKAR
Vice Chancellor, KSOU, Mysuru
SHRI. SHIVANAND SINDANKERA
General Secretary, ABRSM, New Delhi

Guests of Honour
SHRI. ARUN SHAHAPUR
Honorary President, KRMSS and MLC, State of Karnataka
DR. R. SHIVAPPA

DR. GOPALKRISHNA JOSHI
Executive Director, KSHEC, Bengaluru
DR. LINGARAJ GANDHI
Plenary Session

Implementation of NEP-2020 in Karnataka

Key Transformations in Higher Education Governance and Regulations
Dr. Gopalkrishna Joshi
Executive Director, KSHEC, Bengaluru

Key Transformations in Higher Education Curriculum
Dr. Chetan Singai
Deputy Director, Ramaiah Public Policy Centre, Bengaluru

Guests of Honour
Dr. Niranjan Vanalli
Professor of Journalism, University of Mysore, Mysuru

Shri. B. Niranjan Murthy
Assistant Director, College Education Division, JSSMVP, Mysuru
and KRMSS-Mysore University Vibhag Sanchalak

Co-ordinator
Shri. Gowrish Joshi
Deputy Director, CESS, Bengaluru

Lunch Break: 1.30pm – 2.30pm

Technical Sessions
(Paper Presentation by Academicians in Parallel Sessions)

2.30pm – 3.45pm

Samvada-Samarup

Interaction with Experts
Shri. Arun Shahapur
Honorary President, KRMSS and MLC, State of Karnataka

Prof. R. Mugeshappa
Regional Joint Director, DCE, Mysuru Region, Mysuru

Dr. Raghu Akamanuchi
President, KRMSS

Shri. G. C. Rajanna
General Secretary, KRMSS

Samarup Bhashana
Shri. G. C. Rajanna
General Secretary, KRMSS

All are Welcome

Dr. K.V. Suresha
President, KRMSS-Mysore University Vibhag

Dr. Kumar Belale
Secretary, KRMSS-Mysore University Vibhag

Dr. Vijaya Manjunathguru
Treasurer, KRMSS-Mysore University Vibhag

Praveenkumar Mellalli
Convenor, National Seminar
Assistant Professor, Department of Studies in Public Administration, University of Mysore, Mysuru

Contact
House No.01, Block number-07, Near Dr.Rajakumar Road, JSS Nagar, Mysuru-570029
Mobile – 9620198326, 9141799241, 9449812326 & 9538997609
Email- krmss.mysore@gmail.com